Sports Updates Summer Term 2017

MSJL Panathlon at the Becontree Leisure Centre 04/05/17

Students from Middle School attended the Inclusive Panathlon Event and did really well.
Teaching Assistants from the class who were there said “I couldn’t believe how well they
performed!” By putting the students in a positive, safe and challenging environment
amongst other students from various schools in the Borough they truly stepped up to the
occasion.
Each student came away with a medal for their excellent efforts.

National Boccia Competition Semi Finalists! 3/05/17
4 of our students made it through to the National Boccia Competition in Sheffield. In the
rounds Trinity School Team was looking strong winning all of their games with scores of:
7-1
9-1
11-1
Unfortunately in the Semi-Finals we did not win a place into the finals; however finishing 3rd
Place at a National Level is something years ago would have only been a dream. The team
are keen to work on their success and build forward to next year as well as being invited to
play at a league level.
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LSCBr trip to Timbuc2 03/05/17

Lower School across the whole of this term have been visiting Timbuc2 as part of their
access to porting activities in the wider community. It has given them the chance to explore,
climb, slide and problem solve. LSCBr group went this week and it was truly amazing to see
the students thriving amongst the various obstacles and soft play areas. Students had to not
only use problem solving skills but core motor skills such as balance and co-ordination as
well as special awareness. One student in particular, for the first time managed to gain the
confidence and trust to go down one of the 4 large slides with a member of staff by their
side.

Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Practice Expedition 25/05/17-26/05/17
It truly was a trip of extremes! The group worked extremely hard on their practice
expedition, the students had to put the tent up, walk the route, cook, camp overnight, boil
water for breakfast, put down the tent and walk the following day. The weather was
extremely hot and as a result, students worked extra hard. They were very well prepared
with protective clothing and sun cream. The pupils could not wait to tell Mr McPartland who
visited them at the campsite about their adventures. As a leader of the D of E Group, words
cannot describe how extremely proud I am of their first attempt and look forward to the
training sessions building up to the award.

Pound Rockout Workout 06/07/17 & 09/07/17
16 groups took part over the course of two days where we had an instructor onsite to
deliver a Pound Rockout workout session. Pound is the world’s first cardio jam session with
the fun of playing the drums. Gemma who led the sessions ensured that all students who
participated worked hard and had a fantastic experience.

Panathlon Finals 15/06/17
All students involved in yesterday's London Champions Final were a credit to themselves; so
well behaved and performed at an outstanding level, many thanks to all of my team who
have put in fantastic PE teaching and provision in class and club which have enabled our
students to reach such a high level of excellence.
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Barking and Dagenham had to win the initial rounds to represent the whole of East London
in the competition yesterday. We are pleased to announce we have won the London
Champions Final for another year in a row which is truly amazing!
We are 1st out of the 32 London Boroughs that have taken part in the Panathlon Challenge!

Please see the full update on the Panathlon website attached.
http://panathlon.com/barking-and-dagenham-retain-london-multisports-title/
Sports Days!
Over the course of 3 days we hosted Lower, Middle, Upper, FEC and PMLD Sports Days.
All students and staff involved said how great their day was. The students were beaming
with smiles and joy. A big thank you to the Eastbury Leaders who did a tremendous job with
working with our students and leading the various stations. The Sports Leaders motivated
and encouraged our students to fully take part in the different activities that were set up.
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Girls Panathlon Football 20/06/17
Barking Abbey Lower hosted the Girls Panathlon Football. We took a group of students to
attend the event. They had a wonderful time at all of the different activity stations. They
were able to develop their dribbling and shooting skills. They also took part in lots of mini
matches.

